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ABSTRACT

Papers and photographs of Quaker Theodore Hetzel (1906-1990), a professor of engineering at Haverford College in Haverford, Pa. whose interests led him to involvement with Native American and Quaker issues. An avid photographer, the materials in this collection are primarily photographic, as well as correspondence and documents.

BIOGRAPHICAL NOTE

Theodore Brinton Hetzel (1906-1990) was born in Germantown, PA and attended Westtown School and Haverford College, graduating Phi Beta Kappa in 1928. He completed graduate studies in mechanical engineering at the University of Pennsylvania, the Technical University of Munich (Germany), and Penn State University. He returned to Haverford College in 1936 as a member of the faculty and later chair of the Department of Engineering, remaining on the faculty until 1972. While at Haverford, he also served on the Committee of Arts and Service, as a member of the Corporation, on the Eighth Dimension Advisory Committee, as advisor to the Social and Technical Assistance Program. He was secretary of the faculty from 1965-1971.

Hetzel served on the Indian Committees of the American Friends Service Committee and Philadelphia Yearly Meeting. In 1955, the Indian Rights Association asked him to join its board of directors. In 1969 the Association appointed him its executive director and editor of its publication, *Indian Truth*. In 1971 he was named general secretary. Adopted by the Seneca Indians, he was given the Indian name “Our friend.” An avid photographer, Hetzel was a contract photographer for Haverford College for a number of years. His photographs were also used for Friends’ periodicals and for projects with which he was affiliated.

Hetzel was a member of Quaker organizations which worked with Native Americans, perhaps especially AFSC. Among the projects with which he was connected was the Friends Kinzua Dam Project. In the 1950s, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers planned a dam named Kinzua on the Allegheny which would flood nearly the entire Seneca reservation, but would protect the city of Pittsburgh. However, there was an alternative: by utilizing a naturally occurring glacier hole to create a reservoir, the Conewango dam would produce three times as much flood water at less cost than Kinzua. The Seneca asked that this alternative be investigated prior to final decision, though the Corps of Engineers was adamant. The Friends group worked to alleviate this situation.

(Information from internal evidence and the Dictionary of Quaker Biography)
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SCOPE AND CONTENTS OF THE COLLECTION

This collection of the papers of Theodore Hetzel includes newsletters, correspondence, memos, and minutes from the American Friends Service Committee and Philadelphia Yearly Meeting; records of the Indian Program Subcommittee and the Associated Committee of Friends on Indian Affairs; from Haverford College, the collection includes faculty minutes, engineering department correspondence, minutes and correspondence of the Committee on Graduate Curriculum and the Social and Technical Assistance program, photographs of Haverford buildings, sporting events, and groups and individuals, occasionally well-known, such as Bayard Rustin; photographs related to the Philadelphia Yearly Meeting; and photographs related to Indian programs of the American Friends Service Committee; and printed materials from organizations involved in Native American affairs, such as the Alaska Conservation Society and American Indian Development. A significant portion of the papers (3 boxes) is concerned with the Friends Kinzua Dam Project.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE COLLECTION

Series I: Papers of Theodore Hetzel

Box 1: American Friends Service Committee
Note: TBH was a member of several committees under the direction of AFSC. Any of the papers either by TBH or to him directly have been retained. Historical information in notes under folder heading is taken directly from the materials within that folder. The materials assembled here should give the researcher a sense of the direction and scope of the committee, but the researcher interested in more complete information is directed to the archives of AFSC.

A.F.S.C. Community Relations Executive Committee Minutes, 1963 - 1964. 1 folder (ca. 15 items)
Included here are minutes from a special meeting that was called to discuss AFSC’s relationship to the upcoming March on Washington (1963 7/31).

Alaska Committee, 1964-1967. 1 folder (ca. 35 items)
The Alaska Committee mission was to investigate whether AFSC working in Alaska could assist the situation of Alaska native groups, both economic and social. Chuck McEvers was sent to investigate on the situation and his 1967 report, along with minutes of the committee are included here. There are a few letters from TBH.

Box 2: A.F.S.C. Indian Program
The Indian Program is a subcommittee of the Community Relations Executive Committee. TBH was chairman of this subcommittee (ca. 1956 – 1960).
A.F.S.C. Indian Program Correspondence, 1955 – 1967, & n.d. 1 folder (ca. 60 items)
Included here is TBH correspondence.

A few items of possible interest:

- Goerke, Edmund to TBH. 1961 8/15. [going forward after Pres. Kennedy announced construction of Kinzua Dam, to which they had been opposed]
- Ervin, Sam J. to TBH. 1961 8/29. [requesting information from TBH toward a Senate hearing on the constitutional rights of the American Indian]

A.F.S.C. Indian Program Documents. 1 folder (ca. 15 items)
These documents include a report on the visit by TBH and his wife, Rebecca, to some Indian reservations (ca. 1956-67); a plan for Federal Indian relationships; a statement of the purpose of the Indian Program, 1963; an evaluation of the Indian Program, 1964; also a review of the American Indian Program and TBH’s response to it.

A.F.S.C. Indian Program Memoranda, 1956 – 1966, & n.d. 1 folder (ca. 45 items)
According to a memo (1956 2/1), AFSC had conducted work camps on Indian reservations since 1936, by which means young people became acquainted with Indians.

This folder includes:
- Includes a substantive memo by TBH on the role of the AFSC in Indian Affairs (1958 1/18)
- Several issues of “CRA,” the program news memo.
- Memo to the National Committee for American Indian Program to look at an appropriate role for the AFSC in American Indian affairs within the next 5 years, 1962 9/22.

A.F.S.C. Indian Program Minutes, 1956 – 1966, & n.d. 1 folder (ca. 25 items)
- Agenda for Sub-Committee actions, 1961/12/3.
- Minutes of the Community Relations Committee of the Am. Indian Program Sub-committee, TBH presiding, 1961 12/3.
- Minutes of the 1967 Washington Roundup [during which the AFSC Indian Program Subcommittee staff discussed the “winds of change,” referring to changes in policy, that were affecting Native Americans]

Box 3: Friends Kinzua Dam Project, 1956-1964
Note: The land of Seneca Nation of Indians reservation along the Allegheny River in New York was granted to them by federal treaty signed by George Washington. In the 1950s, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers planned a dam named Kinzua on the Allegheny which would flood nearly the entire reservation, but would protect the city of Pittsburgh. However, there was an alternative: by utilizing a naturally occurring glacier hole to create a reservoir, the Conewango dam would produce three times as much flood water at
less cost than Kinzua. The Seneca asked that this alternative be investigated prior to final
decision, though the Corps of Engineers was adamant.

Friends Kinzua Dam Project, 1956, 1959, 1960. 1 folder (ca.20 items)
Note: Includes correspondence of TBH, reports and clippings and is divided by date.
There are also copies of letters/ reports of other people relevant to the topic..

Contents include:
Hetzel, T.B. to Jim Hayes.  Haverford, Pa., 1956 5/31. [based on a published study
requested by an Indian tribe, TBH wonders if the AFSC program and Hayes in particular
could to get various agencies to work together on various Indian issues]

Hetzel, T.B. to Tillie Walker.  1956 12/31. [suggestions for her speech at a conference
(about Native Americans)]

Barton, George (Pres., Seneca Nation) to “my friend.” Oneida, N.Y., 1959 1/12.
duplicated letter. [suggests that promises to Native Americans given long ago by the
government should not be forgotten].

Morgan, Arthur E. May 5 and 6, 1959. A statement presented to the subcommittees on
Public Works of the House and Senate Committees on Appropriations entitled “A
comparison of the Kinzua plan and the Conewango Plan for control of the upper
Allegheny River.”

Friends Kinzua Dam Project, 1961. 1 folder (ca. 100 items)
Note: TBH was a member of the Community Relations Committee of AFSC. Many of
the letters are copies to TBH as a member of the committee, particularly by Walter
Taylor. A number of the copies are letters to members of Congress requesting their help
in the matter, and to Lee White, Assistant Special Counsel to the President, as well as
letters to the editor of the New York Times, Saturday Evening Post, etc.. Divided by
months.

Contents include:
the only person who can save the honor of the U.S., now that other branches cannot or
will not make right the Kinzua Dam issue]

Transcribed copy of the Pickering Treaty of the U.S. and tribes of the Six Nation, Nov.
11, 1794

Staats, Elmer B. (Deputy Dir., Bureau of the Budget) to Basil Williams (Pres. Seneca
from Congress will go ahead with the construction of Kinzua Dam]

considering undertaking an emergency program to prevent the dam being built]
Taylor, Walter (Coordinator of the Kinzua Project, AFSC) to TBH et al. Philadelphia, 1961 5/8. [last ditch efforts on the Kinzua Dam problem are an appeal for audience with the President and a privately sponsored review by an engineering concern]

Taylor, Walter to George Heron (former Pres. Seneca Nation). 1961 5/11. [suggests representatives to speak with the President, along with Seneca reps.: Henry Cadbury (Haverford prof. & chair of AFSC), Patrick Malin (ACLU), Brooks Atkinson (columnist?) and Walt Taylor]

Taylor, Walter to Eleanor Roosevelt. Philadelphia, 1961 6/3. [appreciates talking with her about an audience with Pres. Kennedy and her letter to Arthur Schlessinger on the concern about the Kinzua Dam is appreciated]

Kennedy, John F. to Basil Williams. Washington, D.C., 1961 8/9. Copy. [having reviewed the subject of the Kinzua Dam, concluded it is not possible to halt construction of the dam; the Morgan alternative dam project is considered inferior to the Kinzua project; there will be assistance to the Seneca nation members who must be relocated as a result of the dam]

Hetzel, T.B. to Vice President Lyndon Johnson. 1961 8/26. [on the importance of keeping promises]

Hetzel, T.B. to Levinus Painter. 1961 11/30. [“It is not for us (Quakers) to integrate or assimilate Indians or to segregate or discriminate against Negroes…It is for us not to impose on anybody.” “I feel that we failed in not contributing more to the religious life of the Senecas, or in accepting them into fellowship with us.”]


Friends Kinzua Dam Project, 1962. 1 folder (ca. 60 items)
Note: A continuation of the issues mentioned above, including copies of letters of Walter Taylor, and especially to Philleo Nash, Commissioner of the Bureau of Indian Affairs, and a continuation to win support from legislature for a review of the Project, and exposure via television and the press about the Kinzua Dam issue. Some published relevant materials included. During this time, Taylor left AFSC to work entirely on the Kinzua Project in Salamanca, NY. Divided into months.

Including:
PYMIC. 1962 2/?. [annual report of PYMIC includes photographs relating to the story of the Kinzua Dam controversy]


Friends Kinzua Dam Project, 1963. 1 folder (ca. 60 items)
Note: Continuation of the Kinzua Dam issues; primarily copies of letters of Walter Taylor. Arranged by months.

Hetzel, T.B. to Thelma How & Wil Hartzler. 1963 1/3. [need to be non-judgmental on Indian use of peyote and work campers using peyote during ceremonies]


Friends Kinzua Dam Project, 1964. 1 folder (ca. 70 items)
Note: Continuation of the Kinzua Dam issues; primarily copies of letters of Walter Taylor, as well as information for U.S. Congress by various Quaker groups, newspaper clippings and some other printed material. Arranged by months.

Including:
Hetzel, T.B. to Senator Frank Church. 1965 2/12. [requests that the Senate pass a bill to aid the Seneca in their forced relocation]

Taylor, Walter to Pres. Lyndon Johnson. 1964 2/23. [brings attention to Kinzua Dam project which is near completion]


Simpson, Milward (Sen.) to Walter Taylor. 1964 3/9. [feels the US government has treated the Seneca Indians poorly]

Kuchel, Thomas (Sen.) to Richard Wistar. Washington, D.C. 1964 4/27. [H.R. Bill 1794 passed the House & Senate regarding compensation to the Seneca] Copy of Bill appended

Box 4: Friends Kinzua Dam Project, 1965-1966 & n.d.; Miscellaneous Quaker Topics

Friends Kinzua Dam Project, 1965 1 folder (ca. 75 items)
Note: See above for information on the issues. Included here are copies of letters, primarily by Walter Taylor, Representative to the Seneca Nation, a few of which are directed to TBH, a member of the Project Steering Committee, including requests for photographs; also, clippings. Issues relating to the Iroquois as well as Seneca. Arranged by months.

Including:
“‘The 1965 Challenge to Seneca Indians and to all Americans,’’ Jan., 1965.

Haines, Robert to Martin Seneca (Pres. Of the Seneca Nation). [ca. March 1965] [refers to Public Law signed by Pres. Johnson providing for the “relocation, rehabilitation, social and economic development of the members for the Seneca Nation” PYMIC proposed to assist in services to the Allegany Reservation (proposal attached)]

Friends Kinzua Dam Project, 1966. 1 folder (ca. items)
Note: Continuation of above, but also more emphasis on the responsibilities of PYMIC, now that the issue comes to a close;

Including:

Taylor, Walt to Arthur Morgan. Salamanca, NY, 1966 2/16. [diatribe against the Army Corps of Engineers]

Friends Kinzua Dam Project, n.d. 1 folder (ca. 25 items)

Including:
Copy of draft to the President of the United States from Seneca Indians, n.d. [requesting that Indians be consulted before issues relating to them are enacted

Copy of H.R. 1794, a bill to authorize right of way over lands within Indian Reservation for Kinzua Dam project

Long Term Community Development Project, n.d. [in anticipation of request for assistance from Seneca Nation, PYMIC outlines projects]

Quakers and Indians. 1 folder (3 items)

Including:
[Warrington], Ruth. 1927. [re her work at Tunesassa; a German Friend may be teaching French and German]

“To the Society of Friends in Burlington County” 1 p. n.d. {ca. 1839] Printed. [Quakers testimonial against war]
“Sharpless.” A.Ms. possibly copy of work by Sharpless relating to Native Americans.

**Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, 1975-1982. 1 folder (ca. 15 items)**

Including:
- Letters to TBH thanking him for supplying needed photographs
- Appeals for funds and employment of TBH slides in the “Combined Appeal” of 1977-78

**Philadelphia Yearly Meeting: 300 Years: Photo album, 1980-1982. 1 folder (ca. 30 items).**  
Note: Letters re photographs, including by TBH, needed for the tercentenary book, including topics of Quaker Indian relations

**Friends General Conference, Cape May NJ, 1960. 1 folder (ca. 35 items)**  
Note: On the theme: “For the Living of These Days”

Including:
Correspondence, memos, programs and miscellaneous

**Quaker Universalists. 1 folder (ca. 20 items)**

Including:
- Reflections by a number of people on their personal religions (including Michael Sells, a professor of religion at Haverford), 1879-1986
- Outline for first American gathering of the Quaker Universalist group, 1982
- Minutes of meetings of the Quaker Universalist Group, 1983-1987 (scattered)
- Publications and pamphlets of the group

**Various Quaker Topics. 1 folder (20 items)**

Including:
- Materials relating to Friends Suburban Housing Committee, including organizing meeting for, 1956
- TBH letters/memos on Quaker/religious topics, 1955-81
- TBH proposed answers to Quaker queries
- Published articles

**Box 5: Kinzua Dam Project Summary, 1956-1968 & n.d.; Cornplanter/Kinzua Dam**

Note: Points made by various groups regarding the Kinzua Dam project and the welfare of the Seneca Indians on the Allegany Reservation in New York and Cornplanter, PA. Groups include: PYM, the Indian Rights Association, PYMIC, Corps of Engineers et al. The title “Kinzua Dam Project Summary” was provided by TBH, and appears to reiterate much of what appears above. Arranged by year.

Including:
• Letters by members of the various groups or individuals relating to the building of the Kinzua Dam, including by TBH, Arthur E. Morgan, George Heron (Pres., Seneca Nation), Patrick Malin (Exec. Dir. ACLU), Pres. John Kennedy, Walter Taylor (mostly copies)
• Articles, news releases, maps on the issue of the Kinzua Dam
• Statements on the Kinzua Dam issue, including by the Seneca Nation (1958?), Levinus Painter, Walter Taylor, Philleo Nash (mostly copies)
• “The Kinzua Dam Controversy”: Booklets issued by PYMIC, 1961, 1964, 1965
• Stevens, S.K. (Exec. Dir. Of Penna. Historical and Museum Commission) to TBH. Harrisburg, PA., 1962 11/1. [re removal of the Cornplanter monument and his differences of opinion from TBH’s]
• Issues relating to the Cornplanter monument, which would be flooded when the dam was built, if it was not moved, including notes by Walter Taylor from a meeting of the Cornplanter Indian Landowners Corporation with the Corps of Engineers, Sept. 16, 1965

**Box 6: Native American Conferences, Seminars, PYMIC**

Note: A note in the top of the box in TBH’s hand states that the Oct. 21, 1963 issue in TBH file reports his adoption by Senecas (journal title unknown)

First Friends Seminar on Indian Affairs, 1956-59. 1 folder (ca.15 items)
Note: Sponsored by AFSC, AECofFIA & FCNL, most material here relates to the First Friends Seminar on American Indian Affairs in 1956
Including:
• Information from the Dept. of the Interior pursuant to TBH’s letter to his Congressman relating to Indian Welfare, 1956
• Brochure of the Woolman Hill Conference on the American Indian, 1959
• Friends Seminar on American Indian Affairs, 1956
  ➢ Notes by TBH, information provided by sponsors
• Preliminary information toward the Second Friends Seminar on American Indian Affairs, 1959
• Findings of the Second Seminar

Third Friends Seminar on Indian Affairs, 1962. 1 folder (ca.15 items)
Including:
• Correspondence
• Program Schedule
• Minutes of the Coordinating Committee
• Statement of principles on Indian Affairs

Summer Workshop on American Indian Affairs, 1956-1958 (1st-3rd annual). 1 folder (ca. 20 items)
Note: The program brought together American Indian college students to think about the current state of affairs of American Indians as well as recent national legislation and
policies affecting Indians and to enlist their help in solving problems. It was sponsored by the Council on Indian Affairs. TBH served on the Board of the Workshop. Included:

- Correspondence of TBH, primarily relating to preparations for the workshop
- Reports on the results of the workshops
- Minutes (one set)

Summer Workshop on American Indian Affairs, 1959-1962 (4th-6th annual). 1 folder (ca. 30 items)
Included:

- Correspondence of TBH, primarily relating to preparations for the workshop
- Reports on the results of the workshops
- List of participants and goals of the workshop
- Assessment of the workshop
- Clippings and some other printed materials

American Indian Capital Conference on Poverty, May 9-12, 1964. 1 folder (ca. 25 items)
Note: The emphasis of the conference was on Indian participation in defining the role of education.
Included:

- Correspondence of TBH
- Findings of work groups
- Printed material, e.g. program and clippings

Philadelphia Yearly Meeting Indian Committee, 1958-1972. 1 folder (ca. 70 items)
Note: Folder contains minutes of the Indian Committee interspersed with correspondence of Ted Hetzel (a member of the committee) relating to issues of concern to the committee and relating to members of Seneca Indian tribe

Philadelphia Yearly Meeting Indian Committee, 1973-1975 1 folder (ca. 60 items)
Note: Folder contains minutes of the Indian Committee interspersed with correspondence of Ted Hetzel (a member of the committee) and a few other correspondents, including Walter Taylor and Lee Stern relating to issues of concern to the committee and relating primarily to members of Seneca Indian tribe.

Including:
McGovern, George to TBH. Washington, D.C., 1974 2/22. [sorry that TBH cannot support his reelection for Senator, though McGovern believes TBH misunderstands his voting record regarding Native Americans, and that he has been supportive of their welfare] TBH responds (March 3, 1974) stating that McGovern denounced the treaty of 1868, assertions about Indians carrying rifles and other grievances

Deer, Ada to PYMIC. Washington, D.C., 1974 3/15. [thanks the committee on behalf of the Menominee for supporting the Menominee Restoration Act]
Friends Conference on Native Americans, Collins, NY, July 1976. 1 folder (5 items)
Note: The conference was sponsored by a number of Quaker organizations and was intended to brief delegates of the upcoming triennial conference of Friends World Committee on Indian issues. Included are some letters relating to funding of the conference and an outline of the conference.

Friends and Indians, Miscellaneous, 1964-1978. 1 folder (ca. 20 items)
Note: Primarily correspondence of TBH responding to various questions about Native American and Quakers.

Including:
Hetzel, Theodore B. to Rev. Roe B. Lewis. Haverford, Pa., 1964 8/12. [a defense of the Indian reservation system thus keeping Indians on their own land]

Box 7: Haverford College; Haverford Community Center
Note: As a member of the engineering faculty at Haverford College (1936-72) and involved with the Social & Technical Assistance Program (TBH signed letters as "convener" in 1950 and as chair of the graduate curriculum committee of the S&TA program in 1955, but his leadership spanned a greater period), and Chair of the Arts and Service Committee (at least 1962-63), this box represents some of the issues that were of importance to TBH.

Administrative Matters at Haverford, 1937-1971. 1 folder (ca. 60 items)
Disparate topics, including:
• Letters to TBH from various Haverford/Bryn Mawr faculty, including Elihu Grant, Fritz Janschka, Gilbert White, 1937-1954 and letters from TBH, 1944-69
• Issue of Selective Service at HC, including rough minutes and notes on a meeting with Pres. Gilbert White, 1948
• Tri-college cooperation, 1940s. Includes historical information on this topic
• "Engineering at Haverford," a report in TS [by TBH] with comments by Gilbert White, Oct. 30, 1950
• Haverford Trends, September 1951, no. 16, a college publication that devoted this number to an article by TBH and Clayton Holmes to engineering education
• Memos primarily between TBH and Gilbert White and John Coleman, 1946-71

Social and Technical Assistance Program. 1 folder (ca. 25 items)
Note: This folder is divided into 4 sections: memoranda, drafts, unit lists and publications. Here is miscellaneous information about the program, but also
• a description of the program, July 1954 (in "drafts")
• a review of the book Hands Across Frontiers (edited by Howard Teaf, Howard College) containing case studies on assistance projects (in "drafts")
• a report on the S&TA curriculum, 1957 (in "drafts")
• pages from HC course catalog describing S&TA offerings (in "publications")
• article by Douglas Steere "Reconstruction Training at Haverford" (in "publications")

S.& T.A. Correspondence, 1949-1962. 1 folder (ca. 60 items)
Note: Letters of inquiry about S&TA at Haverford or programs like S&TA, requests from TBH for letters of recommendation from some former S&TA students or detailing their current situations. There are also letters from TBH on topics related to S7TA, such as social service work available at other locations (e.g. Rosebud (Sioux) Reservation). Of especial significance is a group of letters related to the Committee on the 1950 Mental Health Unit of Bryn Mawr, Cheyney, Haverford and Swarthmore Colleges, 1950-1961 (under "STA Program"). Letter writers include TBH, Katherine McBride, Frederick Tolles, Gilbert White and others.

Engineering Department, 1963-69. 1 folder (ca.15 items)
Note: There are six sections in this folder: memoranda, 1963-69; letters, 1963-69; drafts and reports; minutes; publications; and name lists.
  • Of significance, is the proposed phase-out or elimination of the engineering department, 1969 (in "memoranda") and
  • letters to John Silver and Hugh Borton, 1963 (in "letters") as well as
  • reports on the future status of the engineering department (in "reports") and
  • faculty minutes on the recommendation for phase out of the engineering program, 1969 (in "minutes") and
  • a list of all Haverfordians who worked in engineering and allied industries, beginning in 1865

Correspondence re Haverford College, 1969. 1 folder (ca. 20 items)
Note: TBH was instrumental in bringing speakers on Indian affairs to Haverford, including Kahn-Tineta Horn and Robert Bennett. The letters speak to these efforts.

Correspondence re Haverford College, 1936-1977. 1 folder (ca. 25 items)
Note: Letters are generally on the topic of engineering: structure of curriculum at HC and elsewhere and other HC issues. Some highlights include:


Borton, Hugh to TBH. Haverford, Pa., 1961 6/2. [asks TBH to stay on as chair of the Comm. Of Arts and Service]

Hetzel, T.B. to David Leonard. Haverford, Pa., 1962 12/9. [a shared concern for Quakerism at HC]

Coleman, John T. to TBH. Haverford, Pa., 1968 9/4. [asks TBH to continue as secretary of the faculty meetings]
Blanchard, Dorothy to TBH. Haverford, Pa., 1977 10/3 & 11/4. [on the establishment of Eighth Dimension at HC and the Eighth Dimension advisory committee]

Correspondence and Publicity re AICC meeting at Haverford, 1961. 1 folder (ca. 45 items)
Note: This was a regional meeting of Indian leaders toward a meeting of the American Indian Charter Convention to take place that summer in Chicago. The publicity includes a newspaper clipping describing the conference.
In addition to TBH, letter writers include:
- Hugh Borton, President of Haverford College
- William Richard, Tuscarora
- Sol Tax, Coordinator, AICC

Haverford Community Center, 1913-1955 & n.d. 1 folder (ca. 40 items)
Note: The Haverford Community Center (HCC) located at 800 Buck Lane, Haverford, PA, was a social organization which determined the focus of their efforts to be activities for young and racially mixed people, and activities for adults. As reported by TBH in a letter dated 4 March 1949, the center operated a nursery school, supervised play, Scout troops, sports for youth, provided movies, a library, gym game room and meeting place for community-serving groups. Most of the material is dated between 1938 and 1955. For a number of years, TBH was its chair. Under the Center’s care was also the Preston Reading Room, which had been incorporated in 1890 and heavily subscribed to by members of Haverford College. The Center was supported in part by the Community Chest, which ended support in 1955.

Included here are:
- Financial information on HCC
- Summary and recommendations of the HCC, 1936
- “Evolution of the HCC” – a history of the Center
- Bulletin of the HCC, 1947
- Minutes and Treasurer’s reports, 1950
- Letters, primarily from TBH, 1949-555
- Published 24th Annual Report of the managers of the Preston Reading Room Association, Haverford, Pa., 1913. Isaac Sharpless was President at the time, and perhaps the Haverford Community Center was modeled on the Preston Reading Room.

Series II. Photographs by Theodore B. Hetzel

Box 8: Photographs of various sports at Haverford, 1928-1986 & n.d.
Note: Arranged chronologically within each sport

Baseball, 1928 & n.d. 1 envelope (15 items)
Basketball, 1965-1971 & n.d. 3 envelopes (ca. 35 items).

"Bonfire before the big game" (pep rally with bonfire), ca. 1950s. 1 envelope (1 item)

Cricket, 1963, 1986 & n.d. 1 envelope (10 items)

Cycling, n.d. 1 envelope (13 items)
Note: Some photos show tandem cycling, men & women

Field hockey (women, 1 photo with men in 1960), 1986. 1 envelope (ca. 10 items)

Football, 1937-1971 & n.d. 2 envelopes (ca. 25 items)

Frisbee, 1979. 1 envelope (1 item)

Track & Field, n.d. 2 envelopes (ca. 30 items)

Wrestling, 1967-68. 1 envelope (5 items)

Box 9: Photographs of soccer games at Haverford and away

Including:
8 envelopes containing ca. 400 4 x 6" photographs

1951-1971 & n.d. 2 envelopes + 1 (14 items)
Note: These are mostly 8 x 10" images, though one is 11 x 14"

Women playing soccer, 1985. 1 envelope (1 item)

Box 10: Photographs of Buildings and Grounds at Haverford; Materials from Special Collections, Haverford; Other Locations

I: Buildings at Haverford College
Note: Buildings photos arranged alphabetically; all except for one are external shots

Barclay tower on fire, 1946. 1 envelope (9 items)

Carvill Arch, n.d. 1 envelope (1 item)

Chase Hall, n.d. 1 envelope (4 items)

Faculty houses, n.d. 1 envelope (6 items)
Founders Hall, 1954-71 & n.d. 1 envelope (11 items)

Gummere, [1960-64] 1 envelope (2 items)

Hall, n.d. 1 envelope (1 item)

Hilles Hall, [1928-29] & n.d. 1 envelope (4 items)
Note: Included is one internal shop of the machine shop, probably Hilles

Leeds, 1955. 1 envelope (4 items)
Note: all the images are of Leeds under construction

Lloyd, [1940s?], 1952 & n.d. 1 envelope (12 items) +1

Magill Library, 1960-67 & n.d. 1 envelope (23 items)

Observatory, 1951-3 & n.d. 1 envelope (3 photos)

Roberts Hall, [1950s]-1971 & n.d. 1 envelope (10 items) +1

Sharpless, 1986 & n.d. 1 envelope (3 items)

Skating shed (n.d.) 1 envelope (2 items)

Stokes Hall (1962-63). 1 envelope (3 items)
Note: all the images are of Stokes under construction

Union, n.d. 1 envelope (1 item)

Unidentified buildings (exterior & interior), dated & undated. 1 envelope (  

Whitall, 1973. 1 envelope (3 items)
Note: all the images are of Whitall being razed

II. Landscapes at Haverford College

Landscapes, 1950-63 & n.d. 3 envelopes (32 items)
Note: These are primarily images of trees, many with buildings in the background

III. Materials from Special Collections, Haverford College

Special Collections materials. 5 envelopes (ca. 70 items)
Note: All of these photographs were presumably produced under contract. Included here are photographs of manuscripts, printed materials and graphics, some from the Special Collections department at Haverford, though many unidentified, but including a number of versions of the Peaceable Kingdom and a number of William Penn
IV. Other Locations

Meetinghouses & Needlepoint. 1 envelope (5 items)
Note: These are not identified, thus it is possible that they are photographs of materials in Special Collections (see above)

Rufus M. Jones study at South China, Me. & Bust of George Fox. 1 envelope (3 items)

Box 11: Photographs of Haverford individuals and groups

Administrative Groups, 1950s-[ca. 1967]. 1 envelope (6 items)
Note: Included here are photographs of Archibald MacIntosh, John Coleman and Eugene McCarthy

Classroom scenes, 1963-64 & n.d. 1 envelope (7 items)

Classroom scenes, 1951 & n.d. 1 envelope (25 items)
Note: Including art, engineering, mechanical drawing or surveying and music

Class photo, ca. early 20th century. 1 envelope (1 item)

Commencement, ca. 1970s. 1 envelope (ca. 10 items)
Note: Including with John Coleman and Robert Stevens

Engineering students with lab equipment or machinery, 1930s, 1940s, 1950s & n.d. 2 envelopes (17 items)

Graduation, 1931. 1 envelope (18 items)
Note: Photographs include images of faculty, students, William W. Comfort & Morris E. Leeds

Graduation. 1 envelope (ca 20 items)
Including:
  • Coleman
  • Comfort
  • Kessinger
  • Morley
  • Stevens

Graduation, 1960s & 1970s. 1 envelope (ca. 25 items)
Note: Includes photo with Justice William O. Douglas
Groups, n.d. 1 envelope (10 items). Smaller format
Note: includes Rufus Jones et al and Gilbert White et al

Groups, n.d. 2 envelopes (ca. 15 items)

Groups include:
• Students & faculty with skeleton
• Reunion
• Events, including John Coleman with Bayard Rustin
• Rufus Jones et al
• Gilbert White et al
• Alfred & Jane Swan
• James P. Magill at commencement being given an honorary degree
• Douglas Steere at commencement
• Surveying Haverford grounds
• And others

Groups, 14 x 11” format. 1 folder (2 items)
Note: These photographs are mounted on boards

Including:
• David Kies & Adolph Dioda at work on a sculpture project, 1963
• Two unidentified people on the steps of Founders

Groups at other Locations, 1977 & n.d. 1 envelope (2 items)

Identified individuals, A-Z. 8x10” format. 2 envelopes (25 items)

Including:
• Richard Bernstein
• Hugh Borton
• Christian Brinton (2)
• Henry Cadbury
• William W. Comfort
• Lukas Foss
• Tom Frazier
• Paul Hare
• Clayton Holmes
• Fritz Janschka
• Wallace MacCaffrey
• James P. Magill
• Cletus Oakley
• Clarence Pickett
• Ira Reid
• Henry Rivera
• Douglas Steere
• Alfred Stefferud
• Emlen Stokes
• Frank Stokes
• Norman Wilson
• Tom Wistar

Identified individuals, A-Z. 14x11” format. 1 folder (6 items)
Note: These photographs are all mounted on boards

Including:
• William Bacon Evans
• J. Wallace Kelly (see also: materials removed to HCHC)
• Fritz Janschka
• Cletus Oakley
• William Reitzel
• Larry Wylie

Relief & Reconstruction Program, 1940s. 1 envelope (8 items)

Including:
• R&R auto mechanics: Charlotte Brooks, Maria Gildemeister, Lawrence & Anne Wylie
• Society of Friends in France under the R&R program

Social and Technical Assistance Program, 1951 & n.d. 1 folder (26 items)
Note: The Social and Technical Assistance Program … and included women. Although most of the photographs are undated, they would have been taken between 1951 & 1955 when the program was active at Haverford. Some of the group photos have good identification

Including:
• Groups at Haverford
• Big Cove

Social and Technical Assistance Program, 1951. 1 folder (1 items). 11 x 14" format
Note: S7TA students in a course given at the college

Box 12: Photographs of Haverford individuals and groups
Engineering groups, 1939 1 envelope (4 items)  
Note: including in front of Roberts

Faculty & children of faculty, 1957-67 & n.d. 1 envelope (7 items)  
Including Christopher Obi, Robert Mortimer & Larry Wylie

Groups, 1947-1986. 1 envelope (20 items)  
Groups include:  
- The Flight family, 1947  
- Howard Brinton et al, 1950  
- Non-academic instruction in carpentry, 1952-53  
- Graduation ceremony, 1957  
- Class outside Founders, 1959  
- Students studying in the Library, 1964  
- Librarians Elsa Goldberger, Esther Ralph & others, 1964  
- John Coleman speaking to a group in the Library, 1968  
- Event in Stokes Auditorium, 1969  
- Students in the D.C., 1970  
- Group of Staff, 1972  
- Thomas Benham & student, 1974  
- Steve Cary and Robert Stevens with the class of 1928, 1978  
- Jonathan Rhoads at Commencement, 1979  
- Robert Stevens et al during Sesquicentennial, 1983  
- Edwin Bronner & John F. Gummere, 1986

Groups at Haverford, general, n.d. 1 envelope (ca. 10 items)

Unidentified Groups, 1950 & n.d. 1 envelope (9 items)  
Including:  
- Group performing survey work at Haverford  

Note: One photograph may be a work camp image

Groups at other Locations, 1929-1960s & n.d. 1 envelope (17 items)  
Note: These are unidentified, but are primarily students (Haverford?), possibly engineering students, being show equipment. At least one photograph is also of Theodore Hetzel receiving the Westinghouse gift of equipment in 1959.

Identified individuals, A-Z, mostly smaller format . 2 envelopes (31 items)  

Individuals include:  
- Edwin Bronner
• John Coleman
• Howard Comfort
• William Davidon
• Cap Harris
• Robert James
• Elizabeth B. Jones
• Rufus Jones
• William Lunt
• Archibald MacIntosh
• Felix Morley
• Ralph Sargent
• Isaac Sharpless
• Lydia Sharpless
• Robert Stevens (including at commencement)
• Gilbert White
And others

Unidentified individuals, 1961-1985 & n.d.  2 envelopes (20 items)
Note: Included is an individual working with Roman or Greek artifacts

Landscapes, exhibits, plaques.  1 envelope (ca. 25 items)

Librarians and Faculty, 1979 & ca. 1910.  1 envelope (2 items)
Note: the faculty photo is with Pres. Isaac Sharpless

Presidents.  1 envelope (7 items)
Including:
• Borton
• Coleman
• Comfort
• MacIntosh
• White

Reunions.  1 envelope (ca. 50 items)

Reunion photos for TBH’s 1928 class in 1953 (25th) and 1978 (50th).  1 folder (5 items)

Reunion photos for TBH's 1928 class, n.d.  1 envelope (11 items)

Spectators at athletic events.  1 envelope (ca. 10 items)
Including Coach Jimmy Mills

Students dancing in Founders and throwing student in duck pond, ca. 1950s.  1 envelope (2 items)
Student Theatre groups, 1963-70 & n.d. 1 envelope (9 items)

Student Music Groups, n.d. 1 envelope (8 items)

Students, n.d. 1 envelope, ca. 40 items
Including:

B
- Edward D. Brown
- William R. Bready
- Beatty

C
- Harry Carter

E
- Morris Estes
- Evans

H
- Arthur Hallock
- Richard Hillier
- Hogenauer
- Horton
- Hunsicker

K
- HJA Kieth
- Joseph King

L
- Richard T. Lane

M
- McConaghy
- Montfort Melchior
- S. Burke Morrison

N
- Alexander Nichols
- Paul Nimmo

R
- John Rex
- Don Richie
- Charles Robinson

S
- Seeds
- Philip A. Sheaff
- T.P. Smith
• Ellsworth B. Stevens
• J. Tyson Stokes

T
• Thomas Whiting
• Theodore Whittelsey
• Wistar

V
• Theophilos Vanneman

Y
• Leonard Yoder

Unknown

**Portrait photographs. 1 envelope (13 items)**
Note: These are photographs of works in other media, most known to be in Haverford’s collections, including portraits of Profs. Cletus Oakley and Albert Wilson and Pres. William W. Comfort

**Miscellaneous HC events. 1 envelope (ca. 10 photos)**
Note: Includes various groups, including one of Serendipity Day campers

**Photographs Beyond Haverford:**

**Box 13: Photographs of Engineering Students at Various Sites (not Haverford), 1950s-1960s**
Note: Assumption that these are Haverford engineering students

Including:
8 envelopes, each containing 50 photographs

**Surveying and construction. 1 envelope (22 photos)**
Note: These photographs appear not to be taken at Haverford, but no location is given

**Box 14: Photographs of Identified Groups & Individuals, A-Z**
Note: These are 4” x 6” photographs. While many of the photographs are identified by the name of a Meeting or organization, the main subject is people. Photographs of Meetinghouses without people are filed separately. In some instances only some individuals within the group are identified and the photo is filed by the name of that individual, even while some others in the photograph may be identified. In a number of instances, there are multiple photographs of one individual, even while the name is only recorded once.

A
• Abington
• Horace Alexander
• American Friends Service Committee
• Appoquonimink

B
• Allen Bacon
• Margaret Hope Bacon
• Benfey family
• Albert Bailey
• Bart Bailey
• Baileys & Lindleys
• Donald Baker
• Miriam Baker
• Norman Baker
• Hugh Barbour
• Bob Barger
• Barnard
• Thelma Becherer
• Colin Bell
• Birmingham
• Ann Blair
• B. Franklin Blair
• George Bliss
• Peter Blood & Anne Patterson
• Marjorie Blumberg
• Sally Bodine
• Hugh Borton
• Bradford
• James Bradbeer?
• Konrad Braun
• Anna Brinton
• Howard Brinton
• Howard & Anna Brinton
• Howard & Yuki Brinton
• Joan Brinton
• Brinton family reunion
• Anne Bronner
• Edwin Bronner
• Charles Brown
• Ellen Brown
• Francis Brown
• Miriam Brown
• Paul Brown
• Thomas S. Brown
- Carmen Broz
- Bryn Mawr College
- Burlington
- Helen Cadbury Bush
- Ann Byerly
- Chris Byerly
- Donald Byerly
- Margaret Byerly

C
- Betty Cadbury
- Henry Cadbury
- John Cadbury
- William Cadbury
- Cadbury Family
- Caln
- Kay Camp
- Cape May
- Stephen Cary
- Center
- Centerville
- Chichester
- Chicago
- Bronson Clark
- Rickie Clay
- Jan Cohen
- Margaret Collins
- Howard Comfort
- Mary Comfort
- William W. Comfort
- Community Involvement Project
- Concord
- Clarissa Cooper
- Wilmer Cooper
- Joseph Cope
- Crosslands
- F. Cunningham
- Barbara Cary Curtis

D
- Frances Darlington
- Howard Davidson
- Miles Day
- Narayan Desai
• Tom Dewees
• Hurley Dodson
• Hiram Doty
• Margaret Douglas
• Downingtown
• Thomas Drake

E
• East Nottingham
• Passmore Elkinton
• Thomas Elkinton
• Van Engers
• Harold Evans
• Howard Evans
• Sylvia Evans
• William Bacon Evans
• Exeter

F
• Falls
• Fallsington
• Frances Ferris
• Anna Fisher
• Bliss Forbush
• William Ford
• Frankford
• Friends Committee on National Legislation
• Leah Cadbury Furtmuller

G
• Carl Gather
• Glenn & Ursula Gray
• Robert Gray
• John F. Gummere

H
• Haddonfield
• Herbert Hadley
• Lenore Haines
• Robert Haines
• Dorothy Hallowell
• George Hardin
• Gordon Harris
• Earl Harrison
• Jim Hart
• Sylvia Haskins
• Harrisburg
• Haverford
• Haverford College
• Charles Hepburn
• Rebecca Hetzel
• Theodore B. Hetzel
• Hockessin Meeting on 250th anniversary
• Frances & Homer Holding
• Irving Hollingshead
• Homerville
• Robert Horton
• Horsham
• Alan Hunt

I
• Indian Committee
• Marie Insley

J
- Jackson
• Caroline N. Jacob
• Barbara Jacobson
• Sol Jacobson
• J. Robert James
• Robert L. James
• Mark Jennings
• Fred Johnson
• Johnson family
• Barbara Jones
• Elizabeth Jones
• Jack Jones
• Mary Hoxie Jones
• Rufus Jones
• Rufus & Elizabeth Jones
• Jones family

K
• Tom & Lois Kelly
• Kelly family
• Tom Kessinger
• Lee Bok Kim
• Lee Kleiss
• Honey Knopp
• Takashi & Masa Kobori
• Herta Kraus
• Ernest Kurjian

L
• Lancaster group
• Langhorne
• Yoon Gu Lee
• Jim Lenhart
• Layo Leslie
• Samuel Levering
• Elizabeth Lewis
• Frederick Libby
• Carrie Lieberman
• Amelia Lindley
• Lawrence Lindley
• Ms. Lindley
• Lindley family
• London Grove
• Longwood
• Longwood Meeting (FHA)
• William Lotspeich

M
• Albert Maris
• Marlborough
• Gertrude Marshall
• Medford
• Media
• Emmanuel Mendelson
• Fred Macmillan
• Don Meserve
• Hugh Middleton
• Fumio Miho
• Mill Creek
• Richmond Miller
• Arthur Morgan
• Felix Morley
• Elliston Morris
• A.J. Muste
N
- Frances Neely
- Vivian Newlin
- Newtown
- New West Grove
- Francis Nicholson
- Richard Nixon (from tv)
- Jack Nutley

O
- Frederick & Mary Louise O’Hara
- Old Kennett
- Orchard Park

P
- John Parker
- Parkersville Meeting
- Dilworth Parson
- Marjorie Paschkis
- Ralph Passmore
- David Paul
- Lon Paulinier
- Pendle Hill
- Pennsdale
- Marjorie Penny
- Charles Perry
- Eleanor Perry
- Harvey Perry
- Gunther Pescht
- Philadelphia Yearly Meeting Arch Street
- Philadelphia Yearly Meeting Race Street
- Larry & Lucille Pickard
- Clarence Pickett
- Clarence Pickett family
- Plymouth Meeting
- Grace Post
- Providence
- Howard Pyle et al

R
- MER & GER
- Radnor
- Paul Raidabaugh
• Rancocas
• Ira Reid
• Caroline Rhoads
• Esther Rhoads
• Jonathan Rhoads
• David Richie
• Russell Richie
• Jane Rittenhouse
• Charles Robinson
• Romansville
• Mary Ellen Rugg
• Jan Rushmore

S
• Sadsbury
• Sharon Savery
• Alfred Schroeder
• Clifford Scott
• Schuylkill
• Seaville NJ
• Ruth Seeley
• Sylvia Shaw
• Shelling
• Reigjiro Shito
• Anne Singleton
• Harlan Smith
• Ed Snyder
• Lynn Sprogell
• Barbara Sproul
• Herbert Standing
• Douglas & Dorothy Steere
• Helen Steere
• Steere family
• George Steele
• Alfred Stefferud
• Leon Stern
• John & Helen Stevenson
• Sunday School Picnic
• Sarah Swan

T
• Yuki Takahashi
• Dorothy Taylor
• Howard Taylor
• Jeremy Taylor
• Joseph Taylor
• Walter Taylor
• Daniel Test
• Third Haven
• Esther Thomas
• Mary Thomas
• Richard Thomas
• Boyd & Harriet Trescott
• Tucson

U
• Ufford family
• Ernesto Urbina

V
• John Van der Water
• Elizabeth Gray Vining
• George Vaux
• Ernest Votaw

W
• Charles Walker
• James Walker
• Tillie Walker
• Wm. W. Weaver
• Weekend Work Camp
• West Branch
• West Chester Friends Community School
• Western Quarter
• Anne White
• Brett White
• Gilbert White
• Simeon White
• Adrienne Wickersham
• Wilfred Wickersham
• H. Justice Williams
• Nancy Williams
• Willistown
• George Willoughby
• Lillian Willoughby
• Raymond Wilson
• Thomas Wistar Jr.
• Harris Wofford
• Howard Wood
• Richard Wood
• Mrs. Woolman
• “Wounded Knee” opposition

Y
• Elizabeth B. Yarnall
• Stanley & Elizabeth Yarnall
• Laura & Dean Yingling
• Don Yoder
• Mildred Young
• Wilmer Young
• Young Friends

Unidentified. 1 item

Box 15: Photographs of Identified Meetinghouses, A-Z; Unidentified Groups, including in Meetinghouses
Note: These are 4” x 6” photographs of exteriors of Meetinghouses. There may be more than one image of any Meetinghouse, but it is only cited once.

A
• Anaheim (CA)

B
• Barnesville
• Bart
• Birmingham
• Bradford
• Burlington
• Byberry

C
• Caln
• Center
• Centerville
• Chester
• Chestnut Hill
• Chestnut St
• Chicago
• Chichester
• Colora
• Columbia
• Concord
• Concordville

D
• Darby
• Downingtown

E
• Earlham
• Elklands
• Evanston
• Exeter

F
• Fallowfield
• Falls
• Frankford

G
• Germantown Mennonite
• Goshen
• Greenwich
• Gwynned

H
• Haddonfield
• Hancock Bridge
• Haverford (Buck Lane)
• Hockessin
• Homerville
• Horsham

K
• Kennett Square
• Kickapoo

L
• Lampeter
• Lancaster
• Legrand
• Little Britain
• London Britain
• London Grove

M
• Makefield
• Malvern Bible Chapel
• Marlboro/Marlborough
• Marshallton
• Media
• Merion
• Methacton
• Mickleton
• Middletown
• Mill Creek
• Mt. Holly
• Mt. Laurel
• Mullica Hill

N
• Nantucket
• Newark
• Newgarden
• New West Grove
• Newtown Square
• New York
• Norristown
• Nottingham

O
• Odessa
• Old Goshen
• Old Kennett
• Old Merion/Merion
• Orchard Park
• Oxford

P
• Parkersville
• Paulina
• Penn Hill
• Pennsdale
• Penns Grove
• Philadelphia (various)
• Plymouth
• Poughkeepsie

R
• Radnor
• Rancocas
• Richland
• Romansville

S
• Sadsbury
• Salem
• Sandy Spring
• Schuylkill
• Seattle
• Solebury
• South China
• Southampton
• Springfield
• State College

T
• Third Haven

U
• Upper Dublin
• Uwchlan

V
• Valley
• Virginia Beach

W
• West Branch
• West Chester
• Westfield
• West Grove
• Westtown
• Whittier
• Willistown
• Wilmington
• Woolman Hill
• Wrightstown
• Wrights Mill

Y
• York

Box 16: Unidentified Quaker Groups and Individuals
Note: These are all 4 x 6" photographs

Box 17: Photographs of Individuals, Quaker places, including Meetinghouses; Statues and Markers, etc.
Note: These are all larger than 4 x 6" photographs and are arranged by size

11 x 14"
- Meetinghouse interior with members
- Statue at Friends Hospital by Sylvia Judson Shaw (2)
- Newtown Meeting with members

9 x 14"
- Friends Hospital at night

8 x 10"
- Quaker lady
- Friends Social Union
- A.J. Muste
- Felix Morley & ?
- Rufus & Elizabeth Jones (4)
- Theodor & Rachel Benfey
- Narayan Desai
- Leon Rittenhouse, Jane R. Smiley et al
- Mary Hoxie Jones and Henry Cadbury
- Paul and Betty Johnson & family
- Wedding picture of Henry and Lydia Cadbury
- Howard & Anna Brinton
- Clarence & Lilly Pickett (2) and family (1)
- Thomas R. Kelly & Lois Kelly
- Henry Cadbury & ?
- Jonathan Rhoads et al
- Tom Kessinger, Paul Jefferson et al
- Peace Vigil at Independence Square, 1981
- Birmingham Meeting
- East Nottingham Meeting
- Exeter Meeting (3)
- New West Grove Meeting
- Parkersville Meeting (4)
- PYM Arch Street Meeting

5x8"
- Group photo from 1888
- Elizabeth Gray Vining being arrested protesting Vietnam War
5 x 7"
- Thomas R. Kelly & with family (3)
- Rufus & Elizabeth Jones
- Archibald & Margaret MacIntosh et al
- Paul and Betty Johnson
- Unidentified (2 men, one getting an award)
- Reijiro Shito
- Glen & Ursula Gray
- Cadbury brothers
- Group photo in Lancaster, PA

Smaller
- Rufus and Elizabeth Jones
- Pickett family

Unidentified people/places or no HC/Quaker relationship. 1 envelope
Note: Here are ca. 30 photographs of varying sizes

**Box 18: Photographs of Individuals and Small Groups**

**Individuals and Small Groups. 1 folder**

- Mary Hoxie Jones, Henry Cadbury, January 1963
- Mary Hoxie Jones, January 1963
- Hugh Borton, Vivian Newlin (?), January 1963
- Gilbert White, Henry Cadbury, 50th Anniversary of AFS, April 29, 1967
- Margaret F. Jones, Henry Cadbury, January 1963
- Margaret Hoag, October 1982
- Charles Perry, Harvey Chase Perry, Harvey Perry, Ethan Foster Perry
- Elizabeth S. Lewis, April 19, 1967
- Gurdial Mallik, December 1962
- Eldon and Lawrence Ludley
- Christine Ellzey and Adam Prunty, November 28, 1973
- Carrie Liberman, Philadelphia Yearly Meeting Dining Service, April 29, 1975
- Clarence and Lilly Pickett
- Henry J. Cadbury, representing AFSC, Nobel Institute, Oslo, December 8, 1947
- Wilbert Braxton, Barbara Sprogell Jacobson, John Flagg Gummere
- Morris Millgram
- Jim Lenhart, June 23, 1972
- David Potter, Jack Coleman, Wilbert Braxton, May 11, 1976
- Douglas and Dorothy Steere, February 12, 1966
- George McGovern, Kay Camp, August 21, 1972
Individuals and Small Groups. 1 folder

-George Laskey
-James H. H. Matsen, Margaret Ann Terrell, October 2, 1982
-Dorothy and Helen Steere
-Robert and Elizabeth Yarnall, John Harvey
-Howard and Anna Brinton
-John Coleman, Narasihman (?) October 1969
-Dorothy Steere, Charlie Brown, March 1968
-Sara Margaret Brown, Russell Spencer Hayes, October 31, 1970
-Blood, father and son, April 9, 1983
-Blood-Patterson wedding, April 9, 1983, series of pictures
-Rev. Soo Ho Han, Collins Friends Church, NY
-Howard Comfort, William Wistar Comfort, Wistar Comfort
-William Bacon Evans, May 1954, series of pictures
-Gene Castillano, May 1971
-Marge Fox, July 1973
-Milton Ream, Patrick Burns, Charles Lubok, April 11, 1981, ACFIA
-Wilson and Donald Baker
-David Ritchie, February 13, 1971
-Norman and Miriam Jones Brown, September 20, 1970
-Dorothy Taylor, Chris Byerly, December 1, 1976
-James Walker, Herbert Hadley, January 1963
-Edward Snyder
-Russ Ritchie, May 1971
-Colin Bell, Henry Cadbury, Gilbert White, 50th Anniversary of AFSC, April 29, 1967
-"Three of the Founders of AFSC": Henry J. Cadbury, Anne Walton Pennell, Harold Evans

Folder Two: Individuals and Small Groups, Unidentified

Group Photographs. 1 folder.

-Gilbert F. White, Henry J. Cadbury, Colin Bell
-after meeting at Lansdowne, PA: Cary Isard
-Tom Brown, Jim Lenhart, Dilworth Pierson, Alice Miller, Allen White, Paul Cope, November 19, 1974
-Ruthana Hadley, Lydia Cadbury, Marshall Sutton, Virginia Sutton, January 1963
-Interracial weekend at Newtown Friends meeting
-Nom Van Li and family, West Chester, October 24, 1981
-Haverford Friends School, Elizabeth Darrson, Barbara Roche, Debbie Darrow, Betsy Manlove, November 1969
-MOVE blockade protest, April 12 1978
-AFSC "Stop the B1 Bomber" protest: Wilbur Ufford, Franklin Blair, Bryn Mawr, April 15, 1977
-Haverford Friends School, February 1970
-Pendle Hill, Little Barn: Yuki Brinton, May 11, 1974
-Meeting, 1515 Cherry: Jim Lenhart, J. Allen White
-Margaret Baker, Donald Baker, April 19, 1970
-Ted Hetzel, Ada Rose, February 11, 1974
-Friends Center: Roland Leonard, Betty Taylor
-Jonathan Rhoads, Ted and Becky Hetzel
-Kay Camp and others, April 17, 1972
-Quaker Street Theater: Jack Shepherd, June 1976
-Carol Spawn, March 26, 1977
-AFSC warehouse: Charlotte Cadbury

Group Photos, Unidentified. 1 folder.

Meetings and Meeting Houses. 1 folder.

- Monthly meeting room, 4th and Arch, July 4, 1976
- Valley Meeting, September 1959
- Haverford Meeting and School, March 28, 1979
- Stout Meeting House, Earlham College
- Merion Meeting, February 22, 1982
- after meeting, Parkersville, PA, August 11, 1968
- Gwynedd Meeting, October 1974
- Radnor Meeting, February 9, 1971
- Birmingham Meeting, July 31, 1988
- Concord Meeting
- Exeter Meeting, April 13, 1986
- Romansville Meeting, June 4, 1978
- New West Grove Meeting (150th Anniversary), May 17, 1981
- Birmingham Orthodox Meeting House, April 1957
- Willistown Meeting
- Newtown Meeting
- Media Meeting House, August 10, 1975
- Parkersville Meeting, May 31, 1981
- Homerville Meeting, May 31, 1981
- New West Grove Meeting, May 17, 1981 and August 19, 1979

Miscellaneous and Unidentified Places. 1 folder.
- "Friends", a statue in the gardens of Friends Hospital, 1972
- reception at Friends Hospital, Betty Cadbury, March 1973
- Friends Hospital at night, December 1970
- Interior of John Woolman's house, March 1961
- Westtown School, November 1988
- Friends Journal print shop, August 21, 1977
- 20 South 12th Street, Philadelphia
- Barclay Hall, Haverford College
- Quilt at Arch Street, June 27, 1977
- various unidentified buildings, places, meetings
Box 19: Photographs of Friends Center, Philadelphia, Pa., 1974; Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, 1940s-1980s; Events

Construction of Friends Center. 1 folder.

-groundbreaking, January 15, 1974
-laying the cornerstone: Eleanor Stabler Clarke, November 19, 1974
-laying the cornerstone: Francis Brown, November 19, 1974
-laying the cornerstone: Mather Lippincott, Ted Peters, Albert Maris, November 19, 1974
-photos of Friends Center at various stages of construction

PYM, 1940s, 1950s. 1 folder.

-Stanley R. Yarnell speaking, 1958
-1955: James Walker, Richard McFeely, Dan Test, Rachel Letchworth, George Walton, William Bacon Evans
-March 31, 1955: Richard McFeely
-March 1958: Charles Darlington, Dorothy Harris, Richard Wood, Florence Kite, Jean Hollingshead, Irving Hollingshead
-March 1958: Mamie Cavell - Peace and Race Relations
-various other photos with individuals unidentified

PYM, 1960s, 1970s, 1980s. 1 folder.

-March 1961: Sarah Benson, Russell Edgerton, Will Eves, Edith Solenberger, Mary Patterson, David Paul, Carl Wise, Richard Wood, Richmond Miller, Alice Miller
-March 1966: Edith Solenberger
-March 1964: Richmond Miller, Albert Morris, Francis Brown, Alice Miller, David Paul, William Eves
-March 24, 1962: Paul Brown, Mae Taylor
-March 1964: Francis Brown, Alice Miller, David Paul, Henry J. Cadbury
-March 1965: David Paul, Alice Miller
-November 19, 1974: Mather Lippincott, Jim Lenhart
-April 2, 1971: E. Raymond Wilson, Francis Brown, Esther Clarke, Marion Baker, Miles Day (speaking)
-March 29, 1974: "MOVE"
-March 22, 1975: Margaret Byerly, Marjorie Anderson, Francis Brown, Gertrude Marshall
-March 27, 1982: Margaret Anderson, Tom Brown, Gertrude Marshall, Kingdon Swayne
-March 27, 1982: Gertrude Marshall, Francis Brown
-various other photos with individuals unidentified

PYM, Unidentified Years. 1 folder.

Events. 1 folder.

-Dr. Tom Wood speaking to West Chester Friends Community School patrons at Longwood Garden, May 2, 1981
-FCNL, October 18, 1963
-Margaret Hill Collins, March 1960
-AFSC witness for peace during Vietnam war, May 5, 1969
-Edwin Bronner speaking to Friends Historical Assoc., at Burlington Meeting's 300th anniversary, May 15, 1977
-Birmingham Meeting, December 21, 1986
-Chester Quarterly Meeting Bikeathon at Ridley Creek State Park, October 25, 1981
-Don Yoder speaking at Haddonfield Meeting's 300th anniversary
-Ges Vant speaking at Burlington Meeting's 300th anniversary, May 15, 1977
-Henry Cadbury speaking in Quaker Collection on his 90th birthday, November 1973
-Margaret H. Bacon at Friends Center Library, speaking about her new biography of Henry J. Cadbury, December 1, 1983
-Haverford Friends School Commencement, June 6, 1984
-Margaret F. Jones receiving Red Cross Medal of Honor, January 10, 1959
-Schuylkill Friends' "Christmas in the Fields", December 1972
-6 photos related to Quakers and Bicentennial: William Penn dollhouse, First Day Schools, also letter describing exhibit
-250th anniversary program for Hockessin Monthly Meeting, 1980
Box 20: Quakers Working with Native Americans
Note: Information as supplied by TBH (labels pasted on the photograph were removed & recorded on the verso) or as appears on the image (if possible, a title is supplied in parentheses where none is given); where it is used, the date is taken from the photographer’s stamp. These are 8” x 10” format. There may be more than one copy of an image, but information is only cited once

Folder 1:
- PYMIC invited Mohawk (?) Indians to plant a tree in the name of peace much as a tree of peace was planted 500-1,000 year ago by the League of the Iroquois to symbolize their friendship, 1986 (there are 3 photos of the tree planting in 4 x 6” format)
- Dan Katchongva, Ralph Tawangyawma, representatives of traditional Hopi and Robert Haines of the Philadelphia Yearly Meeting Indian Committee (PYMIC) meet in front of the painting of William Penn and Chief Tammany by Paul Domville, which is now in Harrisburg, 1964
- Walt, Taylor, Gen. Cassidy, John Chancellor, Arthur Morgan, George Heron and Phillis Nash (taken from television
- Principals in opera “The Captain of Plymouth: given by Carlisle students during commencement (copy print)
- Wilson & Ellie Crow, 1977
- Seneca Reservation: beginnings of Kinzua Dam
- In the Seneca Nation office. Choosing lots. Tessie Snow, Dorothy Jimerson, Bob Haines, George Heron, Kenneth Snot, Walt Taylor
- Lena Snow (Seneca) tells Bob Haines how to make a lotion to grow hair, 1961
- George Heron, Tribal Chairman, Walt & Peggy Taylor given “Farewell Dinner.” Seneca Reservation, 1967
- Hester Davis
- Haverford College group in Cherokee, N.C. “Big Cove”: Bradley, Hakansson, Mr. Bradley, Elva Remsberg, Margit Hilsenred
- White Roots of Peace (Mohawks), 4th & Arch Sts, 1970

Folder 2:
- East Room, 4th & Arch including Bob & Lenore Haines (and Native Americans), , 1970
- Untitled (Native American and boy), 1970
- Council on Indian Affairs meets in Washington, D.C., 1965
- Council House, Friends Church, Okla., Larry Pickard
• Robert Haines & Elizabeth Buffington, PYMIC, visit Mr. & Mrs. Calvin John, president of the Seneca Nation of Indians
• Lawrence Lindley with John Wooden Legs Lame Deer
• Untitled (Rough Rock Friends Mission)
• Friends Meeting in the Seneca Longhouse, Coldspring, NY
• Ray Fadden, Mohawk, speaks to a group of Friends
• Conference of Indians from Maine to Dist. Of Columbia at Haverford College, 1961
• “William Penn signs a treaty with the Indians” at Lansdowne Meeting
• Lenore Haines, George Heron (Pres. Seneca Nation), Robert L. Haines (Chair, PYMIC), Theodore B. Hetzel, 1963
• Friends and Indians at 4th & Arch Street Meeting House
• Jacob Swamp, Mohawk, Tom Porter Tree planting, 1986
• Germantown Theater Guild performance of the Treaty Never Broken, 1977

Folder 3:
• Alumni at Tunesassa Friends’ Indian School, Quaker Bridge, NY, 1964
• San Carlos Apachew
• Midge (Michelle) Dean, Seneca, 1981
• Four Senecas who were jailed in Phila. At time of LeRoy Shenandoah killing by Phila. Police, 1973
• Memorial service for Leroy Shenandoah, 1973
• Army engineer explains plans for Kinzua Dam with Seneca people; Bob Haines, chair of PYMIC in attendance, 1961
• Walter Jimerson (Great Bear), Dorothy Jimerson (Laughing Water), Robert L. Haines (Sitting Bear) and Chief Corbett Sundown, 1962
• Bob Haines & Stan Holder at PYM, 1974
• Ted Hetzel & ?, 1964 / by John Pole
• AFSC Indian program works: Mr. & Mrs. Ralph Becherer at Indian Island, Old Town, ME, Miss Tillie Walker, Phila., 1959
• AFSC Tucson Work Camp Reunion at 768 College Ave., Haverford, Pa., home of Ted & Becky Hetzel, ca. 1952
• Kotzebue (Alaska) Friends Church, 1962?
• Friends Church, Wyandotte, OK
• Friends Church, Hominy, OK (Osage Indians)
• In the old schoolhouse at Big Cove, Haverford College students put on a party to entertain their Cherokee friends
• Robert L. Haines, chair, PYMIC, in costume, Canandaigua, NY, 11 Nov. 1961
• Project Headstart, Princeton ME, AFSC Passamaquoddy Workcamp, Mrs. Fisher, teacher, 1965
• Chuck McEvers, AFSC, and Sebastian Williams in Tulalip Tribal Office

Folder 4:
• Project Headstart, Princeton, ME, Passamaquoddy girl helper, AFSC workcamper talking to (a boy named) Bertrand Russell (who speaks only French), 1965
AFSC workcampers build Passamaquoddy tribal hall at Peter Dana Point, ME, 1965
Leo O’Connor, Lawrence Lindley, Armin Saeger, Ted Hetzel, members of Indians Rights Assoc.
Conference of Friends on Indian Affairs, Woolman Hill, Deerfield, MA Nov. 1959 (a second photo states Deerfield, CT)
Friends and others at the annual meeting of the Indian Rights Association, 1959
Friends are still active in deliberations and programs on behalf of Indians
Council on Indian Affairs, Oct. 1963
Representatives of some fifteen organizations meet together on the Council on Indian Affairs, 1960
AFSC field worker, Norm Illseley and Soboba chairman, Mr. Mojado
Walter Taylor, coordinator, Friends Kinzua Project (from television)
On Cherokee Reservation, Haverford grads, 1945?, including Gordon Macgregor and Katy Davis
A Haverford College graduate program work project “Big Cove, “ Cherokee, NC
Lawrence Lindley and Armin Saeger, 1967
Taos Pueblo leaders meet Gertrude Ely of Wyndham, Bryn Mawr, PA
American Indian Craft shop, at Helen & Albert Baily’s in Parkersville, West Chester, PA

Folder 5:
Rocky Boy’s, Mont. AFSC workcamp strips bark from trees cut by Indian to make houses for older members of the tribe, 1967
Papagos consider charcoal production
Larry & Lucille Pickard, Seneca Council House
At Rosebud, South Dakota, Jim Wilson conducts a recreation program sponsored by the AFSC for Rosebud Sioux Indian children
AFSC worker conducts a boys’ club at Rosebud, S.D.
The Pacific Southwest Indian Program Committee of the AFSC meets to consider its programs in Arizona & California
A Hollander, a French girl & a Californian, under the direction of a Navajo, make bus-stop shelters at the Ft. Defiance workcamp of the AFSC, 1959
Dick Thomas, AFSC worker in Southern California, is helping Soboba Indians improve their community
Back in the Big Cove on the Ravensfork Stream in the Cherokee Reservation North Carolina, is the little schoolhouse, built by Quakers in the past century, now a community center and the site of several workcamps of the AFSC and of Haverford College in recent years
Pala boys and some girls won prizes at the San Diego Exposition, 1962
AFSC workcampers, teenage youth from various parts of the U.S. and one from Europe, who have been building a log community building for the Indians at Ft. Hall, Idaho, are about to see a rodeo as guests of friendly neighbors in Pocatello, 1959
Folder 6:
- Friends Church at Kickapoo (McLoud, OK) Community house in the distance
- Community meeting with Navajo tribal members. AFSC summer workcamp & school in Cuba, N. Mexico, ca. 1952
- AFSC workcamp, Newtown, N.D.
- Crownpoint, N. Mexico. Building a community center for Navajos
- Vacation Bible school, Council House, OK
- Navajo build a community center, Crown Point, N.M., ca. 1954
- Supervised play at the “every-other-day-camp,” Tucson workcamp
- Ted Hetzel with peace pipe & Pueblo drums (N. Mexico) at Pendle Hill, 1974
- [Ft. Defiance workcamp of the AFSC, 1959]
- Vacation Bible school in the Friends Meeting house, Seneca Council House, Wyandotte, OK
- AFSC workcamp, Northern Cheyenne
- Alice Bemis, Crownpoint, N. Mexico, 1954
- [Pendle Hill], 1974
- Walter Taylor, Bob Haines
- Bob Haines & Eliz. Buffington, PYMIC
- Armin Saeger points to McLoud where he had charge of Friends’ work with Kickapoos
- Lucille Pickard and a Bible school class, Council House, Oklahoma
- At Council House, OK
- Copy prints of Tunesassa Friends School (2)

Slides:
Note: These slides came from carousels which presumably TBH used in making presentations

Box 21: Quaker Meetings, including Philadelphia Yearly Meeting
Note: Some of the slides are marked with Meeting name, others are not

Box 22: Quaker Meetings, including Philadelphia Yearly Meeting; Quaker Survey
Note: Some of the slides are marked with Meeting name, others are not. Included are Meetinghouse interiors. There are accompanying lists of the Meetings and the survey, which may have been a private survey done by TBH of Meetings, events etc.

Box 23: Quaker Meetings
Note: Some of the slides are marked, others are not. Included are people; Friends General Conference at Ithaca, 1976; Friends Center groundbreaking

Box 24: Friends & Indians, including Indian Art
Note: There are accompanying lists for the slides

Box 25: Haverford Topics
Note: Including people, sports, buildings & grounds; peace fair. Some of the slides are glass. Slides do not appear to be marked.

**Box 26: Haverford Topics**
Note: Including Social & Technical Assistance program; engineering; buildings, campus and the reunion of the class of 1928

**MATERIALS REMOVED**
Philadelphia Yearly Meeting Newsletters - to PG
Indian Progress - to SG
Published HC materials - to HCHC/HCA, including R&R newsletters - to HCHC
Oversized photographs: “Founders Bell” by Theodore B. Hetzel. N.d. 35 x 42 cm. - to HCHC oversized: drawer 12: Founders Hall, folder 1;
“Portrait of an artist: J. Wallace Kelly” by Theodore B. Hetzel, 1955. 43 x 35 cm. - to HCHC oversized: drawer 1: portraits;
“Mobilization [protest against Vietnam War in NY]” by Theodore B. Hetzel. 35 x 28 cm. - to HCHC oversized: drawer 4: protests